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Abstract. We have studied the lateral transpofl of elecmn-hole ( eh )  pairs in 
GaAe/AlXCa~-,As quantum wells (QWS) (0.3 < x < 1.0) as a function of well width, temper- 
ature and AI content in the banfen by a.method based On msparent Circular rnicmsUuclured 
areas in otheiwise opaque masks. In the experiment we observe an increase of the e-h-pair 
mobilities with both growing AI content and increasing well width. The experimental results 
are compared with l k o m t i d  model calculations for different scattering mechanisms such as 
acounic-defo-tion-polential (AC), polar-optical (Po), &er-alloy-disorder (BAL), impurity and 
interface-roughness (IR) scanering. For low temperatures (about 40 K c T < 90 K) the hCiease 
obswed in experiment can most probably be related to efficient IR scattering. Model 
calculations of IR scattering were used to determine approximately the ~wmeuicdroughness 
parameters of lk interfaces. Based on rhis analysis. our samples investigated in this p a w  show 
average "race heights of one monolayer, independent of well width. BAL scattering is found 
to affect the mobility of eh pairson19 for very naxow QWS at temp?" close to 100 K. 
At higher temperatures T =- 100 K AC scattering and Po scattering are found to dominate &e 
scauering processes. In addition, a crossing of the theoretical electron and hole m 
observed for isolared BAL scattering for very narrow well widths or very low AI contents. 

1. Introduction 

The lateral motion of two-dimensional (2D) carriers confined in semiconductor heterostruc- 
tures has been studied in detail experimentally and theoretically in recent years. Unipolar 
mobilities have been extensively studied in several material systems and for various geo- 
metrical configurations (see, e.g., 11-51) using different experimental methods. The results 
have been compared to theoretical mobilities for electrons or holes which we@ calculated 
including different scattering mechanisms. The variations of the experimental mobilities 
with temperature were often used to identify the contributions of the different scattering 
mechanisms. In contrast, investigations of the lateral motion of ambipolar carriers were 
rather rare [&I I]. 

This paper reports experimental mobility data for the lateral motion of electrun-hole 
( e h )  pairs in GaAs/AI,Ga,,As quantum well (QW) smctures. These data are compared 

* The experimental work was performed at 4. Physikalisches Instutit, Universitsl Stuttgart D-7000 Slultgart-80, 
Pfaffenwaldring 57, Federal Republic of Germany. 
II Resent address: Npamnent of Electrical ind Computer Engineering. University of California, San Diego, La 
Joll?. CA 92093-0407, USA. .~ 
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with theoretical mobilities calculated for different scattering mechanisms such as acoustic- 
deformation-potential (AC), polar-optical (PO), barrier-alloy-disorder (BAL), impurity and 
interface-roughness (IR) scattering. A wide range of alloy compositions (AI content, 
0.3 < x < 1 .O), well widths (1 nm < L, < 20 nm) and temperatures (40 K < T < 200 K) 
are covered in this paper. 

In section 2 the experimental method and the evaluation of the experimental data are 
briefly described and some results are displayed. Experimental e-h-pair mobilities as a 
function of well width, composition and temperature are discussed in section 3 in terms of 
different scattering mechanisms such as AC, Po and BAL scattering. At low temperatures the 
well width dependence of IR scattering is studied. Geomenical IR parameters are determined 
by fitting the results of IR model calculations to our experimental data. 

2. Experimental method and evaluation of the experimental data' 

The samples have been grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on (100) oriented semi- 
insulating GaAs substrates and contain single QWs of different well widths. The first sample 
reveals an AI content of 0.37. The following layers have been grown in sequence on the 
substrate: a 500 nm thick GaAs buffer layer, a 100 nm thick Al0.37Ga0.63As barrier layer, a 
GaAs Q w  of 10 nm width, a 30 nm thick Al0.37Gw.63As barrier, a 5 nm GaAs QW, 30 nm 
AIo.~~G%.~~As,  a 2.5 nm GaAs QW, 30 nm &.37G%.63As, a 1.5 nm GaAs QW, and finally a 
103 nm thick A1037Ga063As cap layer. The second sample reveals an AI content of 0.3 and 
includes the following layers, in sequence: the substrate, a 245 nm thick Alo.~Gar,.7As/GaAs 
superlattice buffer layer, a 100 nm thick A10.3Ga0.7As barrier layer, a 20 nm GaAs QW, a 
30 nm AIO.~G~O.,AS barrier, a 10 nm GaAs QW, a 30 nm Al0.3Ga0.7As barrier and finally a 
5 nm GaAs cap layer. The samples include different well widths which guarantee identical 
growth conditions for these Qws having the same barrier AI content. Since the single QWs 
are embedded between relatively thick barrier layers, tunnelling of electrons and holes into 
neighbouring wells can be neglected. 

We use a transport method capable of achieving an ultra-high resolution (2 0.1 pm) in 
space and a high resolution in time. Circular areas (holes) inside an opaque NiCr mask were 
applied, which are transparent for both the laser excitation light and the photoluminescence 
of e-h pairs confined in single QW structures. The optical excitation energy and density by 
short dye laser pulses (% 8 ps) is sufficiently low so that only e-h pairs are generated in the 
QWs inside the circular area We verified that the QW emission intensity is proportional to 
the optical excitation intensity and to the carrier concentration. Thus, the QW emission can 
be used for the spatial and temporal probing of the lateral e-h pair diffusion in the Qws. 
Recording the QW emission from the circular area as a function of time, the evolution of the 
canier concentration inside the hole area can be measured Those e-h pairs which move 
under opaque pans of the mask during their lifetime do not contribute to the detectable 
emission. We have chosen hole radii of 2 p m  which are comparable to the carrier diffusion 
lengths, to obtain a high sensitivity of our method for lateral carrier motion. Therefore, the 
time-resolved emission from the circular area includes information about important transport 
properties such as the diffusivity and the mobility. These properties can be extracted by the 
evaluation of measured temporal intensity profiles as a function of both temperature and 
well width. A detailed description of our method and the experimental set-up is included 
in [7]. 

In a first step, the time-resolved intensity variations are recorded without a mask 
coverage to determine the experimental carrier lifetime as a function of QW width and 
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temperature. Since the carrier density will decrease after the pulsed optical excitation 
it is important for our method that the carrier lifetime is independent of the excitation 
intensity ( e h  pair density). We have checked that the decay of the radiative emission is 
monoexponential and independent of the a-h pair density at low densities (5 IOt6 at-”). 
We chose very weak optical excitation corresponding to about 5 x lOI5 c n r 3  for the initial 
carrier concentration. This allows us to use in our evaluation a linear recombination term 
which includes an effective experimental lifetimet. The experimental e-h pair lifetime 
includes radiative and possible non-radiative recombination channels. 

In a second step, masks of 2 p n  hole radius are used for the experiments. Under 
these conditions the decay of the recorded emission, in addition, is strongly influenced 
by carrier transport under masked sample parts. The experiments on the masked samples 
were carried out under the same experimental conditions (e.g. excess excitation energy, 
excitation density, and laser focus) to control carefully the initial canier concentration. 
The 2D diffusion equation including a diffusion and a linear recombination term with the 
experimental lifetime r is used to describe the e-h-pair concentration c(x, y, t )  as a function 
of space and time: 

a q a t  = D(azc/ax2 + a2c/ayz) - c/r .  (1) 
We consider isothermal diffusion neglecting temperature gradients which would lead to 
thermodiffusion contributions. Due to the ns timescale relevant for the diffusion, the 
photoexcited carriers can be assumed to be thermalized since the thermalization involves a 
timescale OF a few ps or less. Thus, we approximate the carrier temperature by the lattice 
temperature. 

Since the samples are nominally undoped and the NiCr masks are not directly evaporated 
on the sample surfaces [7] we believe that the residual electric fields are very weak and 
may only cause weak band bendings. Therefore thermal emission [12] of carriers into the 
barriers may be rather weak for the temperature range considered in this papea. Therefore, 
vertical carrier motion is neglected in (1). 

The solution of (1) is obtained numerically, taking into account the initial conditions. 
The diffusivity is the only free parameter in this equation since the measured carrier 
lifetimes are used for 5. The curve fitting of the theoretical profiles to the experimental 
curves provides the diffusivity as a function of temperature and well width. For the low 
carrier densities considered here, the diffusivities D(L,, T) can be converted into mobilities 
p(Lz, T )  using the Einstein relation fi(L,, T )  = D(Lz,  T)e /kT.  The elemenmy charge is 
given by e. 

An example of experimental mobilities obtained for two GaAs Qws of L, = 10 nm well 
widths confined by AIO.~G&..IAS or Alo.3Gao.ajAs barriers is depicted in figure 1 as a function 
of temperature. We observe a strong dependence of the diffusivities on temperature and 

7 Nole that for high carrier concentrations a linear recombination term would not te valid due 10, e.g., hyperbolic 
decay of the emission. many-body effects and Auger recombination. 
0 We believe that at higher temperatures the lhemal emission of carriers into the barrier is very imponant The 
experimental d a a  in [I21 have been acquired for. e.g.. 200 K. which just corresgonds to the upper border of 
the temperature range we consider in OW paper. However, external electric fields have &en applied in 1121 that 
considerably modify the band swclure and facilitate emission of carriers info the baniers. If thermal’emission were 
strongly noticeable in our experiment we should ObseNed deaeasing diffusivities with increasing high temperatures. 
due to both smaller diffusivities in the barriers and the time required for the emission and recapture. However, the 
opposite behaviour is observed in our expimenu:  we found inneasing difisivities for temperatures increasing 
above 180 K I13.141. Thus, we think that our experimental data are not noticeably inRuenced by thermal emission 
of carrier pa& into the barriers. Therefore. vertical transpon ‘is well as tumlling (due to the relatively thick 
AlGaAs barrier layers) is not considered in (1). 

- 
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increased diffusivities for the higher AI content (x  = 0.37). In addition, the dependence of 
the experimental mobility on well width and temperature is shown in figure 2 by the points. 
The AI content in the barriers is 0.37. With rising temperahue we observed increasing 
mobilities in the low-temperature mnge. After passing a maximum the mobilities decrease 
again at higher temperatures. In addition, a strong increase of the mobilities is observed 
with growing well width. 

L, = 10 nm 

GaAs/AI,Ga, -,As 

101 J 20 Temperaluie 40 T(K) 60 BO 

Figure 1. Mobilities of e 4  pairs in GaAs/AIGaAs 
as a function of tempemure for two different barrier 
conipositions (AI wnlent x = 0.3 and 0.37). The full 
awes are drawn to guide the eye. 

3. Scattering mechanisms 

This section deals with different scattering mechanisms which are discussed in order to 
provide a possible explanation for the variation of the expenmental mobility of e-h pairs 
in GaAs/AlGaAs Qws with well width, AI content and temperature. In the following the 
influence of AC, Po, BAL, impurity and IR scattering will be studied. 

Figure 2 depicts for each QW width (Lz = 1.5, 2.5, 5 and 10 nm) as a function 
of temperature a quantitative comparison between the experimental mobility and different 
calculated mobility limits (as explained below). Note that the plotted mobility range (vertical 
axis) is identical for the four parts of the figure. In the following we will discuss the 
contribution of several scattering mechanisms in order to provide a possible explanation for 
the variation of the experimental mobility data with temperature, well width and AI content. 

Our simple model calculations [7] indicate that AC scattering reveals much higher 
mobilities in the single-particle condition (ambipolar limit) compared to the excitonic 
scattering condition. That means that excitons are less mobile than e-h pairs if only AC 
scattering is considered. Comparing the absolute values of these mobility calculations 
with experimental data (e.g. in figure 2) we found that the experiment can be much better 
described by the excitonic scattering condition. This was observed for all our studied 
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Figure 2. Temperamre dependence of exprimenwl and theoretid exciton mobiliries for four 
different QW widths. The resulu for each %ell are displayed in a separale diagam. The 
expenmental data given by symbols are comcted b) a full cune which is drawn to guide the 
eye. CAcul3led mobilil) vanations M shm n for IC rcamng (shon.daskd line). BAL renenng 
(longdashed curve) and Po scaUenng (doned curve). The strong well widh dependence of the 
mobiliiier for low empuatures a n  h: ambuted IO IR ”r ing.  

samples having AI contents of 0.3, 0.37, 0.5 and 1;O. The exciton.ic scattering limit for 
AC scattering is displayed in figure 2 by the short-dashed line and is indicated by ‘ac’. AC 
scattering shows a strong dependence on well width. and temperature: &Lm rx LJT [7]. The 
better agreement between the excitonic limit and the experimental data indicates that for 
our experimental conditions the e-h pairs may be predominantly in the phase of excitons 
.in the temperature range where AC scattering dominates. 

~~ For increasing temperatures the experimental mobilities decrease mm~strongly than the 
calculated limits of pLac predict. This deviation is mostprobably due to po scattering which 
becomes dominant in that temperature range. We have calculated [7] PO scattering mobilities 
for 3D e-h pairs and 3D optical phonons according to 1151. Also in this case the excitonic 
limit describes the experimental data much better than the single-particle condition, which 
also indicates that excitons dominate for this temperature range. This was also found for 
p skttering in GaAs/AIo.~Gao.sAs Qw structures, which have been studied in 171. The 
excitonic mobility limits for @e Po scattering are given by the doned curve and are denoted 
by -‘po’. However, according to tigure 2, a small reduction of the po scattering limited 
mobility with decreasing well width would be consistent with the experimental data. This 
indicates a possible well width dependence of Po scattering which, however, would be in 
contradiction  to^ the reverse but weak dependence calculated in [9]. 

In the following the influence of BAL scattering on the lateral motion of e-h pairs in 
,GaAs/AI,Gal-,As Qws will be studied. From a microscopic point of view the random 
distribution of the group III elements AI and Gain the barrier material Al,Gal-,As causes 
‘a fluctuating potential. In this geometrical situation the efficiency of alloy-disorder scattering 
is determined among other points by the amount of the peneh’ation of the electron and hole 
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wavefunctions into the barriers. In the following we show the results of a BAL scattering 
model calculation for the electron, hole and ambipolar mobility. Our QWs are modelled 
by rectangular finite symmetric electron and hole potential wells. The energy eigenvalues 
and respective wavefunctions C';(z) are obtained by solving the Schrijdinger equation for 
this problem (details are shown in appendix A). The BAL scattering rates and mobilities are 
calculated according to appendix B and appendix A. For the mobility of electrons (i = e) 
and hole (i = h) we find finally 

(2) 
The factor no = 4/a3  gives the number of As atoms per unit volume a3 and includes the 
lattice constant U: (mj.b.1) denotes the G A S  QW (Al,Gal,As barrier) mass parallel 
to the interfaces, V0.i is the BAL scattering potential, and ro the radius of the Wigner- 
Seitz cell. The factor F ( T )  contains the temperature dependence which originates from 
the energy averaging of the product of scattering rate and the occupation' probability of 
the final scattering state. Scattering of electrons and holes will be mainly !xated in the 
following and the ambipolar approximation will be applied first. Possible modifications 
for excitons will be discussed second. Details of the calculation are shown in appendix 
B. In figure 2 the mobility depends on the AI content x mainly via (i) the amount of the 
wavefunction penetration into the barriers (described by the integrals over 'Pi) and (ii) the 
factor [ x ( l  - x ) ] - l .  The factor [x(l - x ) ] - '  tends to infinity for x -+ 0 and x + 1 and 
has a minimum for x = 0.5. On the contrary the integrals including C'i cause a monotonic 
increase with rising x over the total range 0 < x < 1. With growing x ,  i.e. increasing barrier 
height, the amount of the electron and hole wavefunction penetration into the alloy barrier 
decreases. Therefore, the integrals contribute to the variation of the scattering efficiency by 
a decreasing part of the scattering efficiency with risingx and, thus, this contribution leads 
to an increase of the mobilities. with growing A1 content. 

For GaAs Q w s  of 10 nm and 5 nm widths the zD electron, hole and ambipolar mobilities 
are calculated and displayed in figure 3 as a function of the barrier AI content at T = 100 K. 
The full curves show the electron and hole mobilities. The ambipolar mobility is calculated 
from the electron mobilities pc and hole mobilities @h according to pmh = 2(l/pe+ 1/@h) 
and is shown in the diagram by the dotted curves. In figure 3 we observed a strong increase 
of the mobilities with rising x in the range 0.5 < x < 1. For x -+ 1 the mobilities tend 
to infinity since the AlAs barriers cause no BAL scattering. For 0 < x < 0.5 the factor 
[ x ( l  - I)]-' reveals the reverse dependence on x compared to the integrals describing the 
penenation of the wavefunctions. For L, = 10 nm and 0 < x 5 0.04 the electron mobility 
decreases with increasing AI content since the factor [x(l - x)] - '  dominates. In contrast, 
for 0.04 5 x < 0.5 the electron mobilities increase with growing AI content, since the 
wavefunction penetration into the baniers (integrals in (2)) dominates. A similar variation 
is found for the hole mobility and other well widths. The minimum in the mobility versus 
AI Content variation is found to be located at larger x for pe compared to @h and is further 
found at higher x for larger well widths. 

Furthermore an interesting crossing of pe and fib is observed in figure 3. In the range 
of very Small x values we find pe 5 p h  and for x values exceeding the crossing point we 
observe the reverse behaviour pc < ph.  Thus, the ambipolar mobility is dominated by the 
electrons at higher AI contents and by the holes at very small x values. This behaviour is 
due to the interplay between several effects: (i) the different vertical masses of elecwns and 
holes, (ii) the different variation of the electron and hole masses with x ,  (iii) the Al-content 
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dependence of the barrier heights of the conduction and valence band potential wells and 
(iv) the factor [ x ( l  - x ) ] - ' .  Two limiting cases can be easily understood. For larger L, 
and higher x ,  i.e. large barrier heights, the amount of wavefunction penetration is larger in 
the conduction band compared to the valence band. This is due to the fact that the vertical 
hole masses are considerably larger than the electron masses while the band discontinuities 
between conduction and valence band are not very different (AEc/AEv = 60/40, see table 
1). Due to this difference 'in the masses, the penettation of the wavefunctions into the 
baniers is larger in the conduction-band Qw compared to the valence-band QW and we thus 
obtain pe < ph. In the second bordering case (x  + 0) the mobilities have to tend t6 the 
respective 3D values of alloy scattering in AI,Gal,As where we have pLe z ph.  

In 3D alloy materials. however, the variation with x of the disorder scattering process 
is dominated by [r(l - x)]-l [15-17]. For a constant well width. we expect a transition 
from 2D to 3D carrier systems, if the AI content tends to zero, i.e., the barrier height shrinks 
for a constant well width. In this case with x -+ 0 the potential well characteristics will 
finally disappear and the entire heterostmcture will tend to homogeneous GaAs and, thus, 
the BAL mobility has to tend to infinity. For comparison, the mobility calculated only 
under consideration of alloydisorder scattering [16,18,19] for ambipolar carriers in 30 
AI,Gal-,As is also displayed at the bottom of figure 3 by the broken curves for T = 100 K. 
For x . 2  0.1 the BAL mobilities are considerably higher than the 3D alloy-disorder scattering 
mobilities since only a small part of the wavefunction in the .barrier participates .in the 
scattering. 

Figure 4 depicts the 2D electron, hole and ambipolar mobilities as a function of well 
width considering only BAL scattering for x = 0.5. With increasing well width the scattering 
rate rises monotonically in the range 1 nm < L, c 20 nm which is due to the decrease of 
the wavefunction penetration into the barrier alloy. In the range of L, > 1.5 nm we find 
pLe < pj,. For very thin Qws in the range below the crossing point we observe the reverse 
behaviour, pe > j~h. ,Since the vertical electron masses exceed the vertical hole masses, 
the wavefunction of the electrons penetrates mare efficiently into the barriers compared 
to that of the holes and we thus obtain pe < pi, for larger well widths. If L, -+ 0 the 
wavefunctions are finally completely delocalized in the AI,Gal-,As barriers and the 2D 
electron and hole mobilities will tend to the corresponding 3D mobilities [16,18,19]. Since 
we have pe > ph in 3D A1,Gal-,As for the alloy scattering mobilities '[18,191, the 2D 
mobilities reveal the same behaviour for small well widths since a transition between 2D 
and 3D has to be achievedt. The position of the observed crossing depends mainly on x and 
L,  as  well^ as on the variation of the masses$ on i and L,. The crossing of the theoretical 
electron and hole mobilities for isolated BAL scattering for narrow QW widths and small x 
was treated in more detail in this paper, since it is also of physical interest for unipolar 
transport and to our knowledge has not been reported before. 

Theoretical BAL mobilities are calculated using our model and are compared to the 
experimental data in figure 2. The BAL scattering mobility for 2D carrier systems is given 

t Note that this transition from a ID to a 3D &er system cannot be fully described by our simple model calculation 
since Pure ZD masses are used and the L: dependence of Ihe masses is not included. A correct theay has to consider 
the &sition from the 2D to the ID elecmnic dispersion relation. Note that the consideration of only one subband 
leads to deviations for large well widths (between 15 and 20 mn) since the subband separation is reduced with 
increasing well width. Due to the panicipation of higher subbands. the carrim system is no longer exactly w. 
$ Due to the efficient valenceband mixing in Qws the paralei heavy-hole mass considerably increases with growing 
parallel waveveston. A correct description would require the computation of the complex valence band srmc~re 
as a function of well width. AI content and temperature. These effects are neglected and mas~es independent of 
L, and T are used. 
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Figure 3. Mobilities calculated considering only BAL 
rcanering as a function of he AI content x for a QW 

of 5 nm and 10 nm well width (20) at 7 = IW K. 
The electron and hole mobiiities (p.  and p b )  ari given 
by the full curves and the ambipolar mobilities p,b 
are displayed by the dotted CUN~S. For comparison, 
the alloy-disorder scauering (30) in bulk AI,Gal,As 
at 100 K is also included by the broken curves. 

.Figure 4. 20 mobilities calculated considering only BAL 
scattering as a function of the QW width for a barrier 
Al content +of 0 5  and T = 100 K. The elecmn and 
hole mobilities and ph) are given by the full curves 
and the ambipolar mobilities pmb are displayed by the 
dotted curves. For L, --f 0 the mobility values tend 
to the 30 mobility values of Alo.sGm.sAs given by the 
horiwntal brokm line. 

by the long-dashed curve and is indicated by ‘bal’. The calculations shown in figure 2 
confirm the observed trend of the experimental mobilities with rising x (figure 1); however, 
the absolute values of the theoretical mobilities are considerably higher. We will mention 
two possible interpretations. (i) If excitons also dominate in a temperature range below and 
close to 100 K, BAL scattering has to be considered also for excitons. This seems to be 
considerably more complicated than in the case of AC and PO scattering and has not been 
performed up to now. However, we would expect smaller excitonic BAL mobilities than 
ambipolar BAL mobilities analogous to AC and PO scattering. This would be consistent with 
the experiments. Furthermore, we would expect a variation with x very similar to figures 2 
and 3. (ii) If excitons do not dominate in the temperature range below or close to 100 K, 
BAL scattering is expected to play no dominating role, and other scattering mechanisms are 
expected to reveal a larger influence on the experimental mobilities. A scattering mechanism 
will be shortly discussed which is closely related to BAL scattering: alloy-cluster scattering 
[48] in the bamers may influence the mobilities at temperatures close to 100 K. However, 
alloy clusters can normally be neglected in MBE-grown AI,Gal,As. 

In figure 2 we obtain a slight decrease of the theoretical BAL mobilities with growing 
temperatures. This decrease is found to be slightly more distinct for larger well widths. In 
(2) a temperature dependence is included in the following parameters: the lattice consrant 
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a(x,  T), the factor F ( T ) ,  the band gaps E&. T) and the masses. However, in our 
calculation the temperature dependences of the masses is not included since no reliable data 
exist so far for the different AI contents required. The dominant factor in the temperature 
dependence of the BAL scattering mobilities is the penetration efficiency of the wavefunctions 
into the barriers. If Eg(x, T) = E,(GaAs, T = 0) +El@) + &(T) is used to approximate 
the dependence of the band bap on temperature and AI content, the total temperature 
dependence of p, (T) is very weak and negligible on a logarithmic mobility scale. Such 
a dependence for E.&, T) was used in [7]. We have updated and improved the variation 
E&. T) in this paperasfoilows: E&. T) = E,(GaAs, T = O)+EI(x )+E~(T)+E3(x ,  T) 
(see table 1). Due to the term E3(x, T) which includes a product of x and T, a small but 
noticeable dependence of pc  results (see figure 2). The temperature dependence is stronger 
at higher temperature and is very weak at low temperatures, reflecting the weak temperature 
dependence of the band gaps at low temperatures [25]. 

All the data given in this paper are calculated for a band discontinuity of AEJAE, = 
0.6/0.4. For comparison, the mobilities for BAL scattering have also been calculated for 
A E J A E ,  = 0.67/0.33 [29]. Independent of the well width we found higher pc  for 
0.67/0.33 than for O.WO.4 due to the weaker wavefunction penetration into the barriers in 
the first case. For & the reverse behaviour is observed, due to the stronger wavefunction 
penetration into the bamers in the first case. The corresponding ambipolar mobilities differ 
by about 5% for L, = 1.5 nm and by about 2% for L, = 10 nm. Thus, a slight variation 
of the band discontinuity does not significantly change the results. The results of this 
comparison are collected in table 2. 

Table 2. Comparison of the BAL scattering mobilities for two different band disconunuities and 
different well wdlhs. 

L: (nm) fir Ph 

10 4260000 18700000 
4130wO 18700000 

5 249 000 wow 
231 000 644000 

2.5 28 200 30500 
24 7 w  38200 

1.5 9 470 6 I70 
7880 7 740 

Pamb AEcIAEv 

6940000 0.6/0.4 
6770000 0.67D.33 

354000 0.6/0.4 
340000 0.67/0.33 
29300 0.6/0.4 
30000 0.67D.33 
7470 O.UO.4 
7 800 0.67/0.33 

In the following, scattering mechanisms which contain adjustable parameters will be 
considered: firstly, different kinds of impurity scattering, secondly, R scattering. 

(i) Scattering at ionized impurities [30-331 located in the Q w s  of smaller well width 
( L ,  5 12 nm) provides a growing scattering probability with increasing well width 
(e.g. pim n. TIL,  for 2D carrier systems according to [32], or the more complicated 
dependence on L, and T according to [301 and 1311). In contrast, our experimental 
mobility increases with rising L,. Furthermore, our samples are not intentionally doped and 
the theoretical mobility values for the ionized-impurity scatterjng estimated from residual 
impurity concentrations considerably exceed the experimental data. 

(ii) Impurities may also be accumulated at QW interfaces [30,33]. However, an important 
experimental observation indicates that the corresponding interface-impurity scattering most 
probably plays no important role in our QWS: growth interruption at the interfaces enables 
the incorporation of impurities at the interfaces; thus, these samples should show lower 
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mobilities compared to continuously grown samples if scattering at ionized impurities 
strongly contributes. However, we observe the opposite behaviour, i.e. higher mobilities in 
the growth-interrupted Q w s  [34]. 

(iii) Remote-impurity scattering or barrier-impurity scattering [3,3&333 from nominally 
undoped barriers reveals mobilities increasing with rising well widths which is consistent 
wi.th our experimental data. However, for comparable residual impurity concentrations in 
the Q w s  and the barriers, smaller scattering rates would be obtained for barrier-impurity 
scattering compared to well-impurity scattering. Even if the impurity concentrations in the 
barriers are assumed to be higher (in reasonable ranges) than in the wells, the theoretical 
mobilities for the barrier-impurity scattering remain higher than the experimental mobility 
data. Therefore, in our opinion remote-impurity scattering most probably plays a minor role 
in our samples. 

(iv) Impurities may also have a non-unifonn distribution (impurity clusters) which leads 
to space charges which may affect the mobility (space-charge mobility) [17,35]. Since the 
theoretical mobility decreases with rising temperature, this scattering mechanism cannot 
explain the strong increase of the experimental mobilities with low rising temperatures and 
only may contribute at temperatures close to about 100 K. Impurity clusters in the QWs 
would provide a well width variation of the mobility which is the reverse of that observed 
in the experiment. Bamer-impurity-cluster scattering mobilities increase with growing well 
widths; however, an unusually high concentration and/or area of the spacecharge scattering 
centres would be required to explain the experimental data. In addition, impurity clusters 
can normally be neglected in MBE-grow structures. 

We think that, in addition, all the different scattering processes ( ix iv)  of excitons by 
charged impurities are weakened by the bipolar nature of the e h  pairs, i.e. the partial self- 
screening. Thus, we believe that the influence of the different modifications of impurity 
scattering is overcompensated by IR scattering in our samples. In the following the Strong 
increase of the experimental low-temperature diffusivities and mobilities with growing well 
width is discussed and attributed to efficient IR scattering. Geometrical IR parameters are 
determined by fitting results of IR model calculations to our experimental data. 

IR scattering is known to enable a strong reduction of the lateral mobility with decreasing 
well width [2,4,5,9.30,33,36]. These results were measured close to 2 K or calculated 
for 0 K. In the temperature range IO K c T c 40 K we observed an increase of the 
experimental e-h-pair mobility with decreasing temperature below 40 K t13.141. This 
reincrease is most probably caused by non-equilibrium eff& in the carrier and phonon 
system [13,14]. Thus, in our sample for T 5 30 K the mobility decrease caused by R 
scattering is hidden by these non-equilibrium effects leading to a mobility enhancement. 
Due to this observation we are unable to use helium-temperature mobility data to discuss IR 
scattering processes. Therefore we use experimental data for T = 40 K and slightly higher 
temperatures ( 4 M  K for L, = 1.5, 2.3 and 5 nm as well as 25-40 K for L, = 10 MI) to 
fit the results of IR model calculation to our experimental data. 

For the characterization of the interface morphology, we use an IR model containing 
two variable parameters: an average terrace height A and an average terrace length A. 
IR strongly influences both lateral carrier mobilities [2,4,33,36] and linewidths [37-391 of 
phow1uminescence.spectra. For T = 10 K we have observed linewidths of 6.2, 2, 1 and 
0.9 meV for QW widths of L, = 1.5, 2.5, 5 and 10 nm, respectively. The most important 
contribution to the linewidths in photoluminescence or absorption spectra of carriers confined 
in a QW has been attributed to IR [37-391 and a smaller contribution has been related to alloy 
composition fluctuations [37,38]. The linewidth part that can be related to IR is obtained 
from the measured values by the subtraction of the BAL linewidth part according to [37] 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 
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and [38]. Note that for small well widths (below about 10 nm) the liiewidth broadening 
caused by R is dominated by the terrace height A and is much larger than the linewidth 
broadening caused by BAL. The average terrace length and height included in our IR model 
simultaneously have to describe both the experimental mobility and linewidth data. In a 
simple linewidth model the terrace height A varies in large steps (e.g. 1.2 or 3 monolayers) 
and this parameter A is almost predefined by the linewidth, since the dependence of the 
linewidth on the terrace length A is much weaker. We have varied the average length 
A and height A in our model for a given well width to obtain the best description of 
all our experimental linewidth and mobiliry data by curve fitting. In the low-temperature 
range IR scattering is expected to dominate, but AC scattering also contributes and has to be 
considered if the experimental mobility data are used to determine A and A. According to 
Mattheissen’s rule the inverse experimental mobility (pap)-’ can be approximated by the 
sum of the inverse experimental mobilities of IR and AC scattering: 

1 / 1 ~ r p  1lPir f l/~aLac. (3) 

Note that the correction to the R mobility pir by paC via (3) is very small, since for 
T = 40 K the mobility difference between the experimental values and the theoretical 
mobilities corresponding to these scattering mechanisms shown in figure 2 is vary large. 
Thus, we determine the ‘residual’ mobility pir from (3). This residual mobility pir is 
displayed in figure 5 as a function of well width for T = 40 K by the filled circles. 

10’ I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

Widthof quantum-welt & la“ 

, 
Fwre 5. IR mobility parr wr of the mobility as a 
function of well width for I = 0.37. The values 
for the symbols are determined from the measured 
data in consideration of the wntribution of the already 
determined scattering pans for BAL scattering and AC 

scattering. n e  theoretical variations are displayed as 
bmken lines for different errace lengths A. 

In our calculation of the R scattering time, we use approaches known from the literature 
[36,40,41.33]. In most publications the IR mobility is calculated for T = 0 K. In 
order to enable a comparison between experimental data and mobilities obtained from IR 
model calculations we have to approximate the temperature dependence close to 40 K. 
We approximate a temperature variation of the scattering time by performing the energy 
averaging of the scattering rates with respect to the B o l t ”  distribution and the density 
of states. Some details of the calculation are shown in appendix C. The calculated 
temperature dependence yields a good description of the mobility variation with T only 
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for low temperatures. For higher temperatures our theoretical IR mobility is too weak to 
describe the strong thermal increase observed in the experiment at T > 60 K. Therefore 
we do not include the temperature dependence of the calculated IR mobilities in figure 2. 

The calculated IR-scattering-limited mobilities are displayed in figure 5 by the broken 
lines for T = 40 K and A = 0.283 nm as a function of well width. We obtain a 
strong increase of the mobilities with rising well width. Note that we obtain no power- 
law dependence p = Ly for small well widths, which would result in straight lines in the 
double-logarithmic plot of figure 5 .  For the.sample having an AI content of 0.37 we obtain 
an average step height of A = 0.283 nm (one monolayer) for all QW widths and an average 
terrace length increasing with growing well width is suggested according to figure 5. These 
values are comparable to values reported in the literature for similar structures [2,4,5,9]. 
We obtain A = 2.2, 2.5, 5 and 7 nm for L,  = 1.5, 2.5, 5 and 10 nm, respectively. In a 
sample of x = 0.5 we obtain A N 6, 12 and 13 nm for L,  = 4,,8 and 15 nm, respectively. 
This is comparable to the value of A = 10 rim published by Basu and Partha Ray [9] for 
all three Qw widths for our sample. These authors have also calculated IR scattering limited 
mobilities~of excitons and compared their theoretical data to our experimental data published 
in [7] for x = 0.5. A-well width dependence for A is proposed for the terrace length to 
improve the agreement between experimental and theoretical data in our paper. The increase 
of the terrace length with growing well width may'be due to enhanced terrace lengths at the 
interface which is grown'second. Note  that^ ow experimental method averages over both 
interfaces and the observe'd increase of the terrace length with growing well width is not 
influenced hy a moderate change in the contributions ofthe other scattering mechanisms 
according to (3). 
~ At low temperatures localization effecti [6,42-44] may alia considerably reduce the 
lateral diffusion and mobility of excitons in QWs. In GaAs/AI,Gal-,As QWs the localization 
of excitons was studied in detail at 5 K [6] and D = 1 cm2 s-' ( D  = 15 cm2 8) was 
found for localized (non-localized) excitons, respectively, for L, = 21 nm. We find a good 
agreement of the non-localized-exciton diffusivity value with our extrapolated experimental 
data ([7] in this paper). For smaller well widths which we consider here, localization effects 
may be more i m p o k t :  however, they will be most probably less important for the higher 
temperatures which we consider (T > 40 K). The inclusion of localization effects would 
increase the residual mobility pir values in figure 5 mainly for smaller L,, which would 
result in a stronger dependence of the terrace length on L,. For very small well width 
(L ,  = I 5 o r  2.5 nm) we would expect lower effective diffusivities if carrier happing and 
re-emission dominated the motion than observed in the experiment. However, localization 
may slightly influence our mobility data. 

4. Conclusions 

We have used microstructured masks on top of Qw heterostructures to .probe the lateral 
transpolt of e-h pairs as a function of well width, AI content and temperature. The 
experimental camer mobility is found to strongly increase with both growing well width 
and AI content. The variation of the experimental e-h-pair mobilities is compared to model 
calculations based on different scattering mechanisms. The variation of the experimental 
mobility with temperature and well width can he described by E, AC and FCJ scattering. 
The contributions of BAL.SCattering are found to be rather weak and only noticeable for 
very narrow QW widths. The strong~mobility increase with growing well width at low 
temperatures is most probably due to efficient IR scattering. The interface terrace lengths and 
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heights in the model are approximately determined by a comparison of model calculations 
and experimental data for T Y 40 K. 
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Appendix A. Finite-barrier potential well 

To determine energy eigenstates and wavefunctions of a symmetric finite QW of width 
L, the Schmdinger equation has to be solved. This has to be performed for both the 
conduction- and the valenceband potential wells. The bandedge energy offsets which 
cause the confinements of electrons and holes are denoted by A EE and A E, respectively. 
The sum of the offsets AE, + AE, is given by the difference of the band-gap energies 
of the barrier and the well Ep(AI,Gal-,As) - E,(GaAs). The band discontinuity quotient 
AE,/AE, gives the partition of the total offset between the conduction and the valence 
band. In the following the subscript i means e in the case of electrons and h in the case 
of holes such as, e.g.. in the case of the barrier masses mb.i or the QW masses mq,i. This 
problem finally leads to the following equation 

which has to be solved for both electrons and holes. The abbreviations ff; and pi include 
the energy of the ground state E; (the difference between the GaAs band edge and the first 
subband) and are given by 

The subscript I indicates that the masses vertical to the hetem-interfaces are used. 

Appendix B. BAL scattering rate 

Alloy fluctuations were reported to influence the carrier motion like alloy-disorder scattering 
in 30 alloy materials [IS171 and ZD alloy materials [28,45], i.e. QW hetemstructures in 
which an alloy is used for the well, such as InGaAsflnP. However, alloy fluctuations 
also may influence the lateral camer motion in Qw systems having alloy barriers such 
as GaAdAIGaAs [3,28,30,32,36,46]. 

In the literature BAL scattering for electrons is calculated for various geomehical 
conditions using different approximations [3,28,30,33,36,461. In 171 and [471 we have 
briefly described our simple model calculation of the mobility under consideration of BAL 
Scattering. The BAL scattering efficiency is mainly determined by the penetration of the 
electron and hole wavefunctions into the Qw barriers. The QW interfaces are located at 
z = kiL,. In both barriers (i.e. for IzI > ;L.) the wavefunctions reveal an exponential 
decay in space (see the last term in (A3) below). Solving (Al) numerically the Qw energy 
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eigenstates (and thus U; and B;) can be obtained. Using the parameters ai and Bi the z 
dependence of the wavefunctions in the barriers can be given explicitly: 
*,%) = [ 1 / ~ ;  + t . ~ / c o s ~ ( a ; ~ , / ~ )  + m q . ; , l f i i / m b . i , i q ~ -  2 0 5  - exp[fi;($L, *Z)I 

for IzI > $L,.  (-43) 

The first term in (A3).gives the amplitudes of the wavefunction at 121 = *$Lz and, 
thus, is very important for BAL .scattering. According to (A3). the electron or hole well 
wavefunctions Wj(z) contain the energy of the ground state, the well width, the mass- in 
the baniers and wells in the direction perpendicular to the QW interfaces, as well as the 
respective barrier heights. The barrier height AE, (AE,) in the conduction (valence) band 
is incIuded via a; (8). Thus, the quantity AEJAE, balances how strongly BAL scattering 
is influenced by the electron wavefunction or the hole wavefunction penetration into the 
barriers, respectively. 

We calculate the BAL scattering rate for one subband, neglecting screening effects and 
including the occupation probability for the final states of the scattering process. At the 
carrier densities considered here, only the lowest subband of each well is occupied and 
inter-subband scattering can be neglected. 

In equations (A4HA7) below we omit the index i for electrons and holes. We 
assume the AI atoms~ to be situated at Rj and approximate their potential VN to be 
constant within the Wigner-Seitz radius ro, i.e. for lr - Rjl 6 ro and to be zero outside 
(analogous for the potential VG, of the Ga atoms). The averaged potential has to  be zero: 

= XVAI + (1 - x ) V G ~  = 0 with VAI - V,, = Vo, the BAL scattering potentid. Thus we 
obtain include the Wigner-Seitz cell the constant potentials 

V . ~ = ( l - x ) V o  V G ~ = - X V O  f o r l r - R j l S r o .  (-44) 

A comparable unsatz was performed by Harrison q d  Hauser [16] fOr~3D alloy-disorder 
scattering and is also used in the calculation of 2D BAL scattering [36,28]. In the following, 
k (k') gives the wavefactors of the initial (final) state of the scattering process in the plane 
of the hetero-interface. The~scattering angle between k and k' is given by 0. The transition 
rate S(k, k') is given by 

~ ( k ,  k') = (2x/h)1 - k')]. (A51 
The contribution of the atom j to the scattering potential between the initial and final state 
is found to be 

(A6) 

where ri, gives the radius vector in the plane of the hetero-interface. The total potential 
V ~ L '  of all atoms for the scattering process between the initial and final state is obtained 
by summation over the contributions of all atoms. Furthermore we use the approximation 
lk - k'lro << 1. Since the atoms are distributed randomly only diagonal elements remain. 

The summation spreads into a summation over the AI atoms and a summation over the Ga 
atoms. We use nAl=  xno and nc;, = (1 -x)no for the concentration of the respective atoms 
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with no = 4/a3. no = 4/a3 gives the number of As atoms in the unit volume including 
the lattice constant a. The scattering rate depending on the wavevector of the initial state 
is given by 

We now distinguish between the conduction and valence band via the index i. The energy 
conservation of the elastic scattering process is provided by the S function. The probability 
that the final state of the scattering is not occupied is given by (1 - f i ( E 3 )  which is taken 
into account in (A9) below where the scattering rate is averaged over the energy ( ) E  with 
respect to the Fermi distribution function f , (Ex):  

( T - ' ) E , ~  = J d E  Z ( E ) f , ( E M  - ~ ~ E ~ ) ) r ; ' ( k ) / S d E Z ( E ) A ( E ) I ; ) .  (-49) 

(A9) further includes the 2~ density of states Z i ( E )  of the first subband. Finally we obtain 

The temperature dependence resulting from the energy-averaging in (AS) is denoted 
by F(T) .  The AI content x is included in the barrier masses, the energy eigenvalues and 
thus in qi, in no and the expression x ( l  - x). In contrast, the well width dependence is 
contained in the energy eigenvalues of the potential wells, i.e. in the wavefunctions and in 
the integration borders. Note, that the scattering rate is also sensitive to the partition of 
the band discontinuity between conduction and valence bands since the energy eigenvalues 
depend on the barrier heights in the conduction and valence bands, respectively. 

The BAL-scattering-limited mobility for e-h pairs is calculated starting from the 
scattering rates given for electrons and holes in (A10) as a function of x and L, and 
using the material parameter values given in table 1. The mobility for the electrons and 
holes is obtained from pi = r~e/mopl~ll.i where the optical GaAs masses pamllel to the 
interfaces are included (see (2)). The ambipolar mobility is calculated from the electron 
mobilities pLe and hole mobilities p,, according to pL,b = 2(1/pe f p b ) .  

Appendix C. Interface roughness scattering rate 

We consider a rectangular potential well with finite barriers to calculate IR scattering. 
Since first, low carrier densities are considered in our experiment and second, IR scattering 
processes dominate in the temperature range c IO0 K, we can restrict our model to the first 
electron and the first heavy-hole subbands. The two heteminterfaces which define the Qw 
reveal an independent roughness characterized by a tenace height A and a tenace length A. 
According to Prange and Nee [40] the local deviations of a hetero-interface from a perfect 
plane can be described by an autocorrelation function 

( S ( T ) S ( T ' ) ) ~  = Azexp(-lr - T']'/A'). (All)  
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In (AI I )  T and T' denote space vectors in the x y  plane (the plane of the hetero-interface). 
This Gaussian distribution of the terrace lengths leads to a potential flucruation which was 
described by Price and Stem 1411 and Gold [33] by a random potential: 
(IUiAq. AEi, Lz)lz)6,i = %7AZA2 exp(-ilk - k r z  I A z ) [ 1 6 F ~ ~ / ( m ~ . i . ~ L ~ ) ~ l  

x ( I  + sin(L,cxi)/L,ai + C O S ~ ( ~ L . , ~ ) / ~ L , ~ J ~  

x [ ( I  - mb.i.l/mq.i.l)($L~cxi)' sinZ($Lzw) f (mq.i.lL:AEi/zz) 

x cos2(;L,(ui)1*. (-412) 

The subscript ir is the abbreviation for interface roughness and the index i means e and'h 
for electrons and holes, respectively. ( denotes the ensemble averaging and I C @ ' )  give 
the wavevectors of the initial (final) state of the scattering. The factor 2 originates from 
the consideration of the two interfaces. cx j  and contain the energy of the ground state 
El according to (A2) and the barrier AI content x. The momentum relaxation time for the 
scattering process can be calculated using (A12) 

r;f(E) ="I dzk'(lUili,(k-k')l)~,i~(Ek-E~,)(I -cos@). (A13) 

The delta-function provides the energy conservation 'between the initial energy Eb and 
the final energy E k f .  The energy averaging is performed for 'the electron and hole 
subbands separately with respect to the distribution function. This step provides to a 
first approximation the temperature dependence of IR scattering. The Fermi distribution 
is approximated by the Boltzmann distribution bj(E): 

m 

f i  -m 

The integration star& at the band-edge energies E,(c.v, of the conduction and valence bands 
respectively. (A14) includes the 2D density of states Z j ( E )  of the first subband as well as 
the Boltzmann distribution b,(E)  which contains the Fenni level 

zr = mt.il/nfi bt = exp[-(E - EF,z)/kBT]. (A13 

Finally the respective mobilities are calculated f" the scamring rates analogous to BAL 
scattering. 
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